T rial 1 – A Surfer’s Dilemma
Issue
Did a resort violate Section 2 of the Sherman Act by terminating a long-standing joint marketing arrangement with
its rival?
Facts
The trendiest celebrity playground of the moment is a chain of island paradise resorts owned and operated by London
Marriott and Brita Spokes in the country of Paranga. Located several hundred miles west of Los Angeles, in the Pacific
Ocean, the islands are a convenient destination for celebrities and affluent visitors to unwind in relative exclusivity and
seclusion. London and Brita initially built a cluster of mansions to entertain friends, but after discovering that Paranga offered the potential for world-class surfing facilities, London and Brita began developing a string of five-star island resorts.
In addition to being known as a famous celebrity destination offering a thriving nightlife and an innovative restaurant
scene, Paranga is becoming increasingly renowned as a premier surfing destination offering an unusual variety of surfing.
Environmental and other regulations prohibit further development in Paranga, and thus there were only three islands
initially developed for tourists. Each offers a different level of surfing. London developed the first island, Aeolus,
known for its exceptionally high waves, primarily for expert and intermediate surfers. Brita developed Helios to offer a
balanced mix of beginner, intermediate, and advanced surfing. Boreus’s low wind and softer waves, in contrast, permitted a third resort owner, Milli Cyras, to develop a beginner and intermediate surfing resort.
During 2002, each developer offered a one-day or half-day ticket for access to her island’s surfing facilities. Then one
day, while Milli was having brunch with London and Brita, she suggested that the three offer an interchangeable
ticket or booklet containing six daily coupons. The joint, six-day, all-Paranga pass, which came with a choice of either
a complimentary bottle of pink glitter sunscreen or signature Paranga-flavored surfing wax, was highly popular and
permitted surfers staying a week or longer to have the flexibility to access a different facility each day. Milli, London,
and Brita then distributed revenues according to the number of daily coupons collected at each facility.
In 2004, London, shrewdly recognizing the
commercial potential of owning a chain of “hot”
Paranga Marriott island resorts that she would frequent often and popularize, bought out Milli and
purchased Boreus. Though London still participated in the six-day all-Paranga pass, she also began
marketing the London all-access pass, a six-day
pass to Aeolus and Boreus in competition with the
all-Paranga pass.
In mid-2004, London developed a fourth island,
Selene, which, like Boreus, offered a balanced mix
of surfing levels. Between 2005 and 2007, Brita’s
proportion of the revenue from the all-Paranga
pass decreased from 22 percent in 2005 and 17
percent in 2006, to 13 percent in 2007.
Then in late 2007, London told Brita that she would
discontinue the all-Paranga pass unless Brita agreed
to a 13 percent fixed share of the revenues. Although
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this share seemed to be based on Brita’s 2007 revenues, Brita protested that 2007 had been marked by an unseasonably
high level of sharks, which had frightened away many would-be visitors to Helios, who had flocked instead to London’s
islands, which were relatively protected against shark infestation by cool currents. After some negotiation, the two agreed
that Brita would receive a 15 percent fixed percentage for 2008.
In 2008, London introduced the new six-day Paris all-access pass for Aeolus, Boreus, and Selene. However, customers
purchased it at only half the rate at which they purchased the all-Paranga pass. London then decided to offer Brita a 12
percent fixed share of revenues for 2009, which was much lower than Brita’s actual share. Brita counteroffered a variety
of alternative proposals for revenue distribution, including surveys and electronic counting, but London refused all of
the suggestions, causing Brita to reject London’s offer.
Brita then attempted to purchase tickets directly from London to the Marriott resorts at the retail rate so that Brita
could continue to offer an all-Paranga pass. London refused. London also discontinued the three-day, three-area
Marriott pass that customers wanting to surf at the four Paranga resorts could combine with a three-day pass at
Helios. Customers started to complain so London reintroduced a three-day, three-area pass that did not offer any
discounts from the usual daily access rate.
Brita next began offering a Brita Pack that offered surfers vouchers to use at the Marriott properties, however, London refused to accept the vouchers at her properties. London even instituted a marketing campaign that strongly
implied that Paranga only offered three surfing islands—the Marriott Resorts. London also backed a famous
filmmaker to film a documentary on the dangers of surfing in shark-infested waters that was heavily screened at the
Cannes film festival and that heavily focused on Helios’s 2007 shark infestation.
After the discontinuation of the all-Paranga pass, Helios became a “day surfing area” compared with the Marriott
Resorts, and its market share declined steadily to 7 percent in 2009. Brita also saw associated revenues fall from
other sources such as the surfing school (widely acknowledge as the best in Paranga), surfing equipment rentals,
amateur surfing events, restaurants, lounges, and stores. Helios’s lost market share was largely diverted to Boreus.
Court History
In 2009, Brita filed a complaint against London in the United States District Court for the Southern District of
California seeking treble damages. Brita claimed that London had violated Section 2 of the Sherman Act by monopolizing the market for surfing services at Paranga.
Section 2 of the Sherman Act provides that
Every person who shall monopolize, or attempt to monopolize, or combine or conspire with any other person or
persons, to monopolize any part of the trade or commerce among the several States, or with foreign nations, shall be
deemed guilty of a felony. 15 U.S.C. § 2.
The district judge will instruct the jury that monopolization requires: (1) the possession of monopoly power in the
relevant market, and (2) the willful acquisition, maintenance, or use of that power by anticompetitive or exclusionary
means or for anticompetitive or exclusionary purposes. United States v. Grinnell Corp., 384 U.S. 563 (1966).
The district judge will define monopoly power as the power to control prices in the relevant market or to exclude
competitors. The judge should also distinguish monopolization from a firm that has earned its monopoly legitimately through its superior business ability, the offering of a better product, or efficiency. Monopolization is
conduct that unnecessarily excludes or handicaps competitors and does not result in a better product or service that
would ultimately benefit consumers.
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Facts the Parties Agree To
☛☛The typical visitor to Paranga is well-educated, affluent, and an experienced surfer who is looking for a
variety of first-class surfing experiences.
☛☛Many Paranga visitors are repeat visitors who prefer the convenience of purchasing a four-island pass to
purchasing individual tickets for each island.
☛☛The visitors typically stay for about a week, and thus prefer the flexibility of accessing all of the surfing
facilities in Paranga.
☛☛Some Paranga visitors are less experienced or they are beginner surfers who are traveling in a group with
more experienced surfers, thus even in one group the visitors would typically prefer to have access to
multiple surfing facilities.
☛☛One major wholesale Paranga tour operator will testify that he would not market a three-resort pass if a
four-resort pass were available.
☛☛Visitors who purchased London’s three-resort pass were often infuriated at having to purchase a single-day
ticket to surf at Helios, which would also mean wasting a day of their six-day London all-access pass and
the six-day discount.
☛☛The only other option for such a pass holder was to spend an entire morning going through a cumbersome
process to obtain a refund for the London all-access pass.
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Witne ss Statements

London

My decision to terminate the all-Paranga pass was made in part because there was no way to properly monitor resort usage.
For example, the survey takers did not report accurate usage figures, and the coupons were difficult to administer. I didn’t
want to be in a position where I was losing money because more people were using my resorts than I was getting money for.
Further, my decision was also based on my desire to further distance myself from Brita and her resorts. I think
Helios offers a lower quality surfing experience and clearly had problems with sharks in the past.

Miguel, London’s Accountant

London’s decision to end the all-Paranga pass made complete business sense. By offering only the all-London pass or no
pass at all, London stands to make the most profit. She won’t have to split her profits with anyone or worry about renegotiating a new profit-sharing agreement every year. Paranga has developed a larger community of visitors who will come
regardless of whether passes are offered.

Sam

I am a frequent visitor to Aeolus. My family and I go there because it offers us the appropriate level of surfing: My wife and
I have been surfing since our childhoods and love to surf the more challenging waves at Aeolus. Our children, while still
learning, are experienced surfers who love the challenge of the more intermediate waves. In the past we surfed at Helios
when we had friends in the area, so we could surf with them on the easier waves. But then the sharks were around in 2007,
and after that, we really had no desire to go back. Plus, when we purchase the week-long pass that works at Aeolus, we really don’t want to lose a day and have to buy another one-day pass to go to Helios… where there might be sharks!

Brita

When London offered her all-London pass, her customers clearly weren’t happy and stopped buying it. It is clear that
my resort, Helios, provides value to customers and they are interested in surfing here and visiting the resort. Even more
important, Helios is widely viewed as having the best beginner’s surfing school in Paranga. London’s decision to stop the
all-Paranga pass was based on her desire to kick me out of the market, even though it clearly hurts everyone’s bottom line.

Tom, Brita’s Accountant

The all-Paranga pass was a benefit to both Brita and London. As the facts show, visitors to Paranga range across all surfing
levels and also travel in larger groups. Having access to the pass increases the total number of people likely to visit Paranga.

Fran

I run an exclusive summer camp for kids from the Beverly Hills area. As part of our summer program, we take a week-long
trip to Paranga. Traditionally, we have purchased the all-Paranga pass for our kids—they have varying levels of surfing ability across the group and having the pass that allowed the kids to try out all of the different levels was perfect. And the surfing school at Helios was great! We have had a couple of kids who were even afraid of water before they went to the school
and now one of them is competing on the amateur surfing circuit.
Not having the all-Paranga pass available has made planning the trip and supervising the kids while we are there
very difficult.
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ONLINE RESOURCES
Handouts of the witness statements can be downloaded at www.abanet.org/publiced.

Jury Instructions. The following instructions are to be followed by the jury:
London Marriott is alleged to have created a monopoly within the surfing services in Paranga in violation of Section 2 of
the Sherman Act. Your job as the jury is to determine the credibility of each of the witnesses and weigh the evidence that
was presented. If you determine by a preponderance of the evidence that Ms. Marriott’s actions created a monopoly, were
an attempt to create a monopoly, or that she conspired to monopolize, you must find her liable of violating Section 2 of the
Sherman Act. A “preponderance of the evidence” means the evidence more likely demonstrates a violation than no violation.
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